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MD Statement
Staff development and advancement
ICTS (UK) Ltd. is committed to the recruitment of suitably qualified staff, to the
provision of effective and appropriate induction, and to the operation of a culture of
continuing development, training and advancement for all personnel.
The Company interprets staff development as applying to all categories of its staff.
Staff development is important in order to enable individuals to carry out their duties
effectively, to prepare them for changes that affect their roles, to equip them to meet
the challenges and demanding objectives which are articulated in corporate plans,
release creativity and enable them to realise their potential.
Staff development is intended to benefit individuals, groups, teams and the
organisation by encouraging the enhancement of skills, knowledge and practices and
the use of structured reflection to enable personnel to identify ways of improving
effectiveness of performance.
The ICTS policy of staff development is intended to allow individuals, groups and
teams to identify and discuss development and training which would assist them in
their current role, prepare them for future roles and make good use of their talents and
aptitudes.

Ashley Bancroft
Managing Director
ICTS (UK) Limited
5th January 2018
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1. Who we are
ICTS UK is one of the largest subsidiaries of ICTS Europe SA. The ICTS Group
employs some 11,000 employees in twenty-one subsidiaries across Europe, all of
which are closely linked, sharing resources, information and goals. In the UK and
Ireland alone, ICTS has over 4,000 employees.
The ICTS service offering is based around three board fields of operation. The first is
the provision, management and support of security and customer service personnel,
rigorously trained in and licensed for a wide variety of disciplines. Second is the
provision of innovative electronic, physical and procedural security systems which can
be used in isolation or integrated to provide a comprehensive security solution. Third is
the provision of canine services – passive and pro-active detection of drugs,
explosives, firearms and currency.
Within all of its operational disciplines, ICTS is committed to the personal and
professional development of its staff. Contained within this document are details on:
Progression within ICTS, ICTS training, Benefits enjoyed by ICTS staff, Travel as an
ICTS employee, Sponsorship of personnel, Community
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2. Progression
ICTS is committed to the provision of appropriate and timely staff development for
every member of staff and to the active involvement of personnel in defining
development and training needs.
Within the constraints of available finances and subject to any priorities determined by
the current corporate plan, staff development is designed to:
-

Help individual members of staff acquire knowledge, skills or awareness which will
allow them to fulfil current responsibilities more effectively.

-

Help groups of staff or departments and sections work more effectively together as
a team.

-

Help individuals or groups meet the demands placed upon them by organisational
or technological change and development.

-

Prepare individuals for new roles allocated to them.

-

Enable personnel who acquire new skills to have these recognised and, where
appropriate, accredited and certificated.

-

Help individuals develop skills and/or gain qualifications which will equip them for
future career development.

-

Promote the integration of training and development into the workplace in order to
enhance practice and performance.

ICTS is proud that all of its current management team are individuals who have ‘risen
through the ranks’. ICTS has one of the lowest management and staff turnover rates
within the industry.
All vacancies and opportunities within the company are advertised internally before
been opened to outside applicants.
Check out our latest opportunities at www.icts.co.uk .
Overleaf are examples of ICTS personnel progression case studies.
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2.1 Profile: Gagan Jay
Gagan joined ICTS in 2010 as an Interviewing Agent for the American Airlines contract.
In January 2011, Gagan was selected for the Integrated Agent’s course for US
Airways.
As an Integrated Agent, Gagan was responsible for security processing passengers
and checking them in at the same time. This is a unique service for US Airways and
provides an enhanced travelling experience for the passenger.
Gagan’s hard work and dedication did not go unnoticed, when in November 2011 she
was chosen to become an ICTS trainer, joining a training team of four within that
station.
In December 2011 Gagan was sponsored by ICTS to study for a BTEQ qualification in
Classroom Instruction and Teaching, and in March 2012 she completed the
Department for Transport Ground Security Instructors’ course in London. Following
this, Gagan assisted in the delivery of initial and recurrent training sessions.
In November 2013 Gagan oversaw and managed a contingency plan in liaison with
Heathrow Airport Limited and was given the job title of Project Manager. Her duties
from April 2015 also include the management of a new aviation security services
contract with French airline, La Compagnie, at London Luton Airport.
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2.2 Profile: Geoff Tarn
Geoff joined ICTS in June 2004, as part of TUPE transfer from Securicor / ADI, for
whom he had been working since 1997. Geoff transferred as a trainer for the United
Airlines contract and was soon integrated in the ICTS training team. Briefly after joining
the Company, Geoff was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis (progressive relapsing).
ICTS has taken numerous steps to accommodate Geoff’s condition, such as giving him
an onsite car parking facility, widened doors to the training room to accommodate his
wheelchair and fitted an evacuation slide at his new office in Stockley Park, as well as
allowing highly flexible working hours. Cont. page 6.
Geoff is the only Computer Tomography X-ray (CTX) trainer in the UK and has trained
many operators working for United and American Airlines contracts. Geoff has also
helped set up the ICTS Stansted Airport station, delivering initial and recurrent training.
In January 2011, Geoff suffered a relapse which resulted in a year off work. During that
time the office staff and Heathrow Management team provided emotional support and
assistance. Geoff returned back to work in April 2012, and has adapted very quickly to
the new surroundings. He carries on training all the initial and supervisor courses at
Heathrow.
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2.3 Profile: Paul Hurst
Paul began working with ICTS as a Security Agent at Bristol Airport in May 2008. Paul
joined an already established team at Bristol, supplying Airline profiling for Continental
Airlines.
During this period, ICTS were asked to supply additional agents to support the
passenger screening contract - Paul was recruited and trained for this purpose.
In December 2009, Paul was successful at attaining his Level 2 Team Leader
Qualification. In January 2010, ICTS UK was awarded the security services contract for
Bristol Airport.
Paul proved himself a worthy agent, he was keen to progress within the airport
operation and always open to training and development. ICTS recruitment increased
following the re-award of the contract; Paul found himself spending more time with new
recruits, helping them with their on-job-training (OJT).
In August 2011, it became apparent that the summer operation would require additional
supervision; Paul was promoted to Temporary Supervisor for the Summer of 2011.
Due to the expanding nature of the contract, it was decided to recruit (internally) a
second Station Trainer to assist with the delivery of the Ground Security Course (GSC)
for new recruits, as well as maintaining recurrent training with current employees etc.
Paul was promoted to this position in December 2011, and by April 2012 Paul had
completed his Recognition of Firearms and Explosives (RFX) and Level 5 Training
Certification, enabling him to become a certified Trainer within the Company.
In May 2015 Paul became Projects & Training Manager for ICTS at Bristol Airport. Paul
worked closely with Bristol Airport looking at ways to improve passenger through put
and the challenging task for ICTS of re-training all staff on the latest CT/X-ray
machines and body screening equipment the airport installed in the new central search
terminal.
Paul recently passed ICTS’ Chartered Management Institute (CMI) course, as well as
passing the Institute of Customer Service Management course with distinction. As
of February 2017 Paul’s role is Projects and Data Analysis, responsible for the
collection and analysis of data to see whether improvements can be made to service
delivery. Staff performance is also closely assessed and monitored.
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3.0 Progression case studies
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4.0 Training
All employees recruited by ICTS receive professional training in the skills necessary to
carry out their service functions to the standard certified by the various regulators such
as the UK Department of Transport, The Irish Department of Transport, Tourism and
Sport, The United States Transportation Security Administration and the Security
Industry Authority.
As well as the regulatory training ICTS strive to qualify our staff to the highest
standards in the industry with Officially recognised and transferable City & Guilds and
NVQ Qualifications together with our own unique Customer service Training (Above &
Beyond) training. ICTS is proud of the level of our induction training, whether it be
Health & Safety or on the Company profile, philosophy, organisational system and
service characteristics. ICTS run various schemes such as our Best in Class scheme
to assist in the early recognition of future supervisory and management talent.

4.1 Ground Security Instructors
Employees who demonstrate an enthusiastic approach to work, exceptional technical
knowledge and abilities combined with communication skills are nominated to
undertake development training in teaching and learning strategies (BTEQ level) in
order to qualify them as Company Instructors.
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4.2 Classroom Courses
Basic courses for Ground Security Operatives, Supervisors and Managers. Further
enrichment training courses are designed to up-skill technical knowledge and
proficiency in security interviewing, behavioural analysis and increase personal
performance in customer service skills, conflict management, a range of passenger
services and media awareness. Staff who demonstrate an aptitude for supervision level
and above receive training designed to develop management and leadership ability.

4.3 e-Learning
This is an educational application available on the ICTS Data Management System.
Employee’s access via their personally allocated code facilitating flexible learning
enabling employee’s to study at their own pace and at any time of day in a bid to meet
varying shift patterns. The independent learning modules are designed to guide
learners through information to help them to perform specific tasks with increased
proficiency. e-learning is used in conjunction with frontal classroom delivery, where for
example modules can be studied for course preparation.
ICTS’s Eagle CBT Computer Based training platform is recognised as the leading
product on the market and is used by Airports, Airlines, and rival security providers
companies around the world.
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5.0 Benefits
ICTS recognises that its employees lie at the heart of the Company’s success. It is of
overriding importance to the Company to invest in staff and to nurture talent. ICTS’
ultimate goal is to create a great place to work. Some of the benefits offered to ICTS
employees (after various periods of service) include:
-

Group Company Pension Scheme – into which ICTS contributes towards the
employees’ pension based on their individual Salary Sacrifice

-

Vision Care Scheme

-

Hospital Saturday Fund Discount (Optional)

-

Employee Introduction Scheme (Bonus)

-

Gym Membership (Discounted)

-

Travel Insurance (Discounted)

-

Building and Contents Insurance (Discounted)

-

Travel Agent (Discounted)
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5.1 Evaluation and reward
The ICTS Performance Evaluation programme is consistently in operation, supported
by a reward system, supplementary training and, when required, disciplinary
procedure. Performance is evaluated in the following manners:
-

Quality policy with absolute adherence to procedures policy

-

Permanent supervision of all operations

-

Internal and external audit regime

-

Site visit check-list

-

Unannounced spot checks and drills

-

Monthly compilation of personal performance results

-

Information recording in personal file

-

Client’s input

The results of this evaluation of performance are used for the following purposes:
-

Monthly reward for well-performing individuals

-

Annual rewards for consistently well-performing individuals

-

Internal promotions

-

Identifying individual or collective needs for further training

-

Disciplinary action when required
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6.0 Travels
ICTS UK is one of the largest of ICTS Europe’s 21 independent subsidiaries operating
across 21 countries. ICTS Europe employs some 11,000 personnel, all of whom are
closely linked, sharing resources, information and common goals. ICTS vast network of
sites has given staff the valuable opportunity to travel both nationally and internationally
for work.

6.1 Profile: Neil Hodgson
Neil joined ICTS UK on 21st September 1998 as a Security Agent, and within weeks he
was involved in the start-up of the Delta Airlines contract at Gatwick airport. Since that
time, Neil has been involved in many projects which has seen him work all over the UK
- Bristol Airport, Belfast, Heathrow, Manchester, Manston, Exeter, Newquay,
Bournemouth, Cambridge, Cardiff, Stansted and Brize Norton.
ICTS’ recent growth in operations has seen Neil assisting with the start-up of both
aviation and manned guarding contracts: UKBA contract in Liverpool, United Airlines at
Newcastle Airport and the responsibility for operations at a globally recognised
company in Croydon, Brighton, Bournemouth, Maidstone and Southampton.

ICTS has also given Neil the opportunity to travel abroad. He successfully passed a
Supervisors course in Rome (December 2000). Neil has also travelled to Amsterdam,
Dusseldorf and Paris to help with the start up of contracts and to assist ICTS
subsidiaries with their operations.
Neil has been involved in the planning and co-ordination of the deployment of our
security teams at the G20 Summit (2009) at Gatwick, G8 Summit at Belfast (2013),
NATO Summit at Cardiff (2014).
During his time with ICTS, Neil has worked his way up from Security Agent, Supervisor,
Operations Manager and in June 2008 was promoted to Station Manager at Gatwick
Airport. He has gained his level 3 certification from the Department for Transport (DfT).
More recently Neil has conducted his BSC Health & Safety accreditation for Senior
Management/Directors and ICTS Chartered Management Institute (CMI) Level 5
module in Management & Leadership.
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At the end of 2015, Neil was promoted to South & South East Regional Manager,
responsible for the provision of security services at London Gatwick Airport as well as a
number of growing contracts for a globally recognized company.

6.2 Profile: Paul Reynolds
Paul has been with ICTS since 16 July 1991 and is currently the Hold Baggage
Screening (HBS) Trainer and Station Trainer based at London Gatwick Airport.
During his years with ICTS, Paul has travelled extensively supporting ICTS subsidiaries
abroad. In 2001, Paul travelled to Schipol Airport in Amsterdam to support colleagues
where he worked on their HBS operation.
Paul has conducted HBS and checkpoint training at Lydd Airport (Kent), Shannon
Airport, Cork Airport, Bristol Airport and Luton Airport.
In 2006 Paul relocated briefly to Bangkok, Thailand where he joined a number of senior
personnel from ICTS Europe, who worked together to set up security operations for the
newly built Suvarnabhumi International Airport. During his three months in Bangkok,
Paul and the team, trained of over 2,000 personnel.
In 2007 Paul also travelled to Cape Town, South Africa, where he conducted HBS
training for a new ICTS subsidiary.
In 2015 Paul conducted DFT LEVEL 1 GSC Courses at Birmingham Airport,
Manchester Airport, Glasgow Airport and Edinburgh Airport.
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7.0 Sponsorship
ICTS is committed to facilitating the professional and personal development of its
employees. Often this takes the form of official sponsorship or patronage. ICTS
regularly works with individuals and groups, assisting them (in terms of funding and job
flexibility) to pursue their personal advancement goals.

7.1 Profile: Paul Hunter
In June 1994, having left the Royal Air Force, Paul joined ICTS UK, working initially as
an agent on the American Airlines contract at Gatwick Airport. Paul rose through the
ranks and he became Recruitment and Training Manager at Gatwick. At that time,
ICTS UK was a small company, circa 300 staff in total, working from just a few
locations. Paul was additionally asked to act as an Instructor for ICTS Europe, training
future supervisors at the different European subsidiaries.
In 1997, ICTS UK received ISO accreditation for the first time. Paul headed the project,
taking 4-5 months to bring the company to the required standards.
Paul then became the Quality Manager, responsible for all ISO systems within the
Company. It was at this point that Paul resumed his law studies, backed by ICTS. The
company sponsored Paul to complete a part-time, distance learning specialist course in
Employment Law, which was later followed by a further specialisation in Business and
Commercial Law. His qualifications allowed Paul to become ICTS’ Legal and
Compliance Manager, with particular focus on employment law. On completion of these
studies, Paul assumed responsibility for all legal matters for the UK subsidiaries in the
role of Legal and Compliance Manager.
In 2007 Paul’s career reached another milestone when he was appointed Company
Secretary and, once again, ICTS committed to sponsor Paul’s studies to become a
member of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA).
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In 2009, Paul was appointed to ICTS’ Senior Management team as Group Company
Secretary and Head of Legal and Corporate Services, having responsibility for ICTS
(UK) Limited, ICTS Ireland Limited, ICTS (UK) Holdings Limited, ICTS Europe Systems
Limited and ICTS Europe Technology Limited.

In 2015 Paul rose to the position of Executive Director of Business Affairs with
responsibility for all non-operational activities within ICTS UK & Ireland. Paul has
recently completed post-graduate studies in Organisational Behaviour at Oxford
University.

7.2 Profile: Mathew Cridge
In February 2006, Mathew Cridge joined ICTS UK through a TUPE process from G4S
when ICTS took over the security contract at Cardiff Airport. Mat had begun work as a
security agent and worked his way up to the post of Duty Manager.
When ICTS was awarded the contract, Mat played a key role in the successful transfer
of operations between suppliers. Being the only Duty Manager on site during the time
leading up to the transfer, Mat was responsible for reassuring his colleagues and
keeping morale high during the process.
Mat fitted into the ICTS culture very quickly and before long was assisting the Station
Manager with various tasks. During 2009, Mat took on the role of Deputy Station
Manager. His tasks included the updating of the Station Profile and writing of the
Airport’s Security Programme, both which were completed to an excellent standard. In
May 2010, Mat became Station Manager at Cardiff Airport, where he is highly regarded
by both the client and the airport community.
In October of 2015 Mat moved from the aviation sector to take up a role as National
Account Manager for ICTS. Mat's ongoing studies and professional development
supported by the company, have proved to be invaluable in facing the new challenges
presented as part of his new role.
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In November 2011, Mat decided he wanted to further his education. ICTS sponsored
his undertaking of the Professional Certificate in Management qualification with the
Open University. The course consisted of 3 (SCQF Level 10) modules: B628 Managing
1: Organisations and People, Managing 2: Marketing and Finance (B629) and
Managing 3: The Integration Challenge (B690). Mat completed the course attaining the
professional certificate in Management qualification in August 2013.
Mat continued his professional development through continued postgraduate study,
and at the end of 2017 attained the triple accredited MBA with the Open University
Business school. In January 2018, Mat was promoted to Group Key Account Manager,
responsible for overseeing ICTS’ operations in the UK, Germany and Italy, with a
workforce of circa 2000 staff.
ICTS was happy to assist in Mat’s continued development and is currently sponsoring
his final module – B839 Making a difference: the management initiative, having
successfully completed MBA stage 1: Management: Perspectives and Practice BB847
Management beyond the mainstream, W822 Business, human rights law and corporate
social responsibility, BB831 Corporate finance, and BB835 The dynamics of strategy.
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8.0 Community
ICTS values the opportunity to give something back to both society and the wider
community. As part of the Company’s Corporate Responsibility agenda, ICTS has
established clear channels for charitable giving via the adoption of local, national and
international charities. The Company recognises the initiative, dedication and hard
work that some of ICTS’ very own employees have invested in their own charitable
work.

8.1 Profile: Brian Parker
Brian Parker is the Hold Baggage Screening (HBS) Account Manager at London
Gatwick Airport, he joined ICTS on 14th September 1998.
Brian has been affiliated with a charitable organisation called Chestnut Tree House
since 2002. Brian was first introduced to Chestnut Tree House when looking for
sponsorship for his bowling team.
Chestnut Tree House is a charity based hospice in West Sussex, that provides
specialist palliative care to children and young adults, and respite to parents whose
children have incurable ailments. They also provide support to both the children and
parents through difficult times, and provide the care required to make the child’s life as
comfortable as possible.
Over the years, Brian has helped organise, as well as take part in events such as
bowling, dragon boat racing, Sussex Bath Tub Race and cheese and wine nights. On
many occasions Brian has turned to the airport community, and to ICTS for charitable
support.
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8.2 Profile: Alan Richardson
Alan is ICTS Station Trainer based at Manchester Airport. Alan joined as a Security
Agent on 1st February 2005.
Outside of ICTS, Alan is an Independent Custody Visitor for Greater Manchester Police
Authority. He has been volunteering for the last 9 years. Alan attends local police
stations and audits the custody suites. He checks on the welfare of the people
detained, talking to them, checking custody records, inspects the custody suites,
including cells and holding areas. Alan’s duties also include checking that the interview
rooms are to standard and have the correct medical facilities. He also regularly visits
the custody suite at Manchester airport and performs similar duties for any returning
passengers that have been detained for questioning.

8.3 Profile: Hilary Curtis
ICTS UK’s Health and Safety Manager, Hilary Curtis (who joined ICTS in July 1989) is
the founding member of Pony Rescue Service. The organisation has been developed
over 25 years and today offers a remarkable rescue and re-homing program. Pony
Rescue provides shelter and sanctuary to animals in need of medical attention, as well
as providing medical treatment. The centre actively seeks new homes for rescued and
rehabilitated animals in the south east of England.
Hilary devotes an admirable amount of her time to the organisation. She is responsible
for initial assessments and she oversees the veterinary requirements and advises on a
suitable training programme. Hilary also dedicates her time to an educational program,
set up by Pony Rescue Service for children and adults with special needs, called
Animal Magic.
Through the commitment of their volunteers, Animal Magic encourages people of all
ages with disabilities to interact with equines for the benefit of their well being,
providing them with a unique learning experience and the opportunity to achieve their
targets and goals.
Pony Rescue Services is currently in the process of setting up a formal charitable
status, but is registered with Sussex Police, Gatwick Community Trust, West Sussex
County Council, Sussex Horse Rescue and the work has been recognised by the
British Horse Racing board for the rehabilitation of racehorses to new careers.
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“When I joined ICTS in July 1989, coming from an animal nursing back ground, I
informed the then Aviation Security Manager, Mr. S Rozanski, ICTS’ former Managing
Director, that I was actively involved in equine rescue and rehabilitation and there
maybe times I needed flexibility.
This is because some of our complex cases or rescues unfortunately don’t happen in
scheduled hours. I found the Company to be very understanding and supportive, which
allowed for my work to continue.
My colleagues at Gatwick Airport, when required would make themselves available to
step up to the challenge after their shift in the afternoon and put their skills to good use.
They have been know, on a voluntary basis to assist in bringing in hay, fixing fencing,
and repairing stable doors, as well as giving up their time to support fund raising and
Christmas events. All of their help has been very much appreciated.
“Throughout my employment with ICTS, spanning 26 years, I have been able to
continue my voluntary work along-side my employment and I believe this has been
achieved due to the flexibility, understanding and ICTS’ interest” commented Hilary
Curtis.
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